
Mansle Cricket Tour 2015

After the success of last years tour to High Wycombe, we were all excited to be going to 
East Sussex this year. Our merry band (slightly pissed) started the tour off in fine style with 
a game of car park cricket at Calais, which was made more exciting by dodging 40 ton 
trucks and irate car drivers! The tour started in earnest on the boat (as soon as the bar 
opened) with the setting of targets and goals for the tour. After an uneventful trip to 
Hastings, the Hotel was quickly found and an evening of beer and Fish and Chips 
followed.

Saturday was the first game against Robertsbridge, so after a shopping trip to Asda and a 
visit to Wisdens sport shop for last minute equipment, we set off with Justnav at the helm. 
Robertsbridge was easily found and it was a beautiful ground in a picturesque village, just 
the sort of place you want to play cricket. A trend started here with Gary losing the toss 
and in cloudy conditions the home side decided to bat. The score ticked along but a steady 
loss of wickets prevented Robertsbridge really gaining momentum, the pace of Fred and 
Remi backed up by excellent spells from Gary and Leo, was then followed by a brilliant 
spell from James who ripped the heart out of the middle order and Robertsbridge never 
recovered despite a late flourish, ending on 200. Wearer of the pink hat was Tom carried 
offer from last years tour, Leo refused to wear the pink tootoo, so that was carried over to 
Sunday, no ducks, so the “T” shirt was not awarded.



! ! !
Mansle set about there task and despite the running out of Gary with the score on 60, a 
maiden unbeaten 54 from Fred and useful contributions from Andy(34), Tom(40) and Remi 
took us beyond the Robertsbridge total and gave us a victory by six wickets. Saturday 
evening the victory was celebrated with curry and beer.

Sunday was greeted by rain, pitch and putt was cancelled and we were a player down, 
dangerous Dave was full of cold (or alcohol) and did not make it out of bed. Fred was to be 
the wearer of the pink wig (last down to breakfast), Phil pink hat wearer for the funniest 
moment and Leo you are going to wear the tootoo! The rain continued and with little 
prospect of a game we traveled to Westfield, to be greeted by a pitch covered in puddles. 
However Kevin from Westfield was optimistic and sent us down the pub for an hour why 
they worked a minor miracle. After a pint and a few games of pool (Tom unbeaten) we 
returned to a transformed Westfield and the game went ahead, well done the Westfield 
ground staff.

Again the toss was lost and we were put into bat, Saturdays order was reversed in order to 
give the ones who did not bat the previous day a go. Justin(12) and James(1) got the 
innings under way and although Phil, Mike and Leo did not make big scores, but the 
scoreboard moved along steadily. Remi(35) and Tom(19) pushed the score along, but the 
star of the show was Gary(67 not out) taking us to a total of 176. Shock horror, Leo wore 



the tootoo!! Joe had ran himself out for a duck, so had the honor of wearing the duck “T” 
shirt for the day.

The bowling was opened by Fred and Remi, again their pace was too much for the 
Westfield batsmen this time Remi taking 2 wickets as Fred had done the previous day. 
First change James was not as devastating as the day before, but took a wicket and 
bowled 2 maidens, Phil frustrated the batsmen and lured two to their demise. Andy, Leo 
and Garry moped up the remaining batsmen, restricting Westfield to 134, a victory margin 
of 32 for Mansle, just as the sun came out. Sunday evening was a quite one with a visit to 
the local sports bar for darts and pool, plus a few beers!!

Monday brought the sun and the reappearance of Dave from his pit, pink hat wearer was 
Andy, Leo passed the tootoo onto Fred, who again was last down to breakfast, so had to 
wear the pink wig as well, he seemed pleased by this and is possibly becoming too 
attached to the wig! The annual game of pitch and putt went ahead and without the 
competition from Allan and Phil, Gary romped to victory.

Beckley Park was a very picturesque ground, surrounded by sheep and despite the 
previous days rain the wicket looked good. Again the gods conspired against us and 
surprise, surprise Gary lost the toss and we were put into bat. Normal service was 
resumed with the batting order, with Fred and Gary opening and putting on 36, Garry was 
then out for 22, followed by Andy for 0, but at least he looked good in the duck “T” shirt, 
Tom put on a quick 20, then the star of the show, Remi appeared, backed up by Justin 
they put on 106, Remi 88 and Justin 38 not out, Joe got a quick 8, Mansle finished on 216 
for 6. Dave and Leo opened the bowling without success, Fred and Remi were first change  
and faired much better taking 2 and 3 respectively. Unfortunately they could not remove 
keeper Harry. Gary took a chance and bowled Phil, who took some lusty blows but got 
Harry on 100, thanks to a fine catch by Remi. Garry(2) and Tom(1) then applied the final 
pressure and Beckley were all out for 207.

As we were traveling the next day (thanks to a sterling effort from Caroline and Justin) we 
had a “quite” night in the hotel bar. Journey home was the usual, with people getting lost 
around Rouen, mainly due to tiredness. Great tour well done everyone.



 


